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I. Synonym 6X1= 6
01. Battered --- a) thrashed b) hammered d) struck e) banged
02. Agony--- a) joy b) pain c) hurt d) smash
03. Crawling--- a) glum b) joy c) creeping d) vile

II. Antonym
04. Fury --- a) calmness b) anger c) soft d) joy
05. Bare --- a) peace b) covered c) uncover d) bore
06. Departing--- a) leaving b) going c) arriving d) halt

III. Answer the following 4X1=4
07. Blend the words: Documentary and drama.
08. Expand the word: VCR
09. Clip the word: Modern
10. American word for stupid is...

IV. Answer the following questions shortly 5X2=10
11. Who was Gunga Ram?
12. Why did Gunga Ram never hurt animals?
13. Whom did Gunga Ram worship more? Why?
14. Why did the kala nag bite Gunga Ram?
15. How did Gunga Ram threaten the author and his friends to get fear?

V. Answer the following grammar 3X2=6
16. I got the book. I lost the book yesterday. (Combine by using a relative pronoun)
17. In spite of his being poor, he helps others. (Change into complex)
18. Though he is poor. He is happy (change into compound)

VI. Answer the poetry questions 4X1=4
19. What is a pitcher?
20. What is Etna-Smoking?
21. Who is the first comber?
22. What was the educational voice said to the poet?

VII. Answer the ERC 1X2=2
23. And I thought of albatross
   And I wished he would come back, my snake.

VIII. Spot the Error 3X1=3
24. She goes to school by feet.
25. He is my cousin brother.
26. Kala is a M.A. in English.
IX. Answer the paragraph

27. How did blind superstition pay off Gunga Ram?
28. How did the poet react to the snake’s visit?
29. How did the two friends save their country explain?
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